Institute on Black Life Scholarship
Chidi Amakoh—Civil Engineering

Catherine & John Lott Brown Endowed Scholarship
Cindy Terri Beaulieu—Biomedical Science
Lisa Armstrong—Anthropology
Ileana Rodriguez - Communications
Jasmine Burnett—Biomedical Science
Brandon Davey—Physics
Alauna Pearson—Psychology

Ruth & Jerry Bell Endowed Scholarship
Mmeso Blessing Obimdi—Psychology
Nathalie Marcelin—Sociology
Bianca Taylor—Psychology
Zionna Wilson—Undeclared

Bright House Scholarship
Chelsea Djedi—Biomedical Science

Ivory Club Scholarship
Kierra Namata Lentsch—Integrative Animal Biology
Yordanos Molla—International Studies
Neto Meliane Coulibaly—Biomedical Science

Robert Lewis Allen Memorial Scholarship
Betty Maxi—Biomedical Science
Jephte Estiverne—Communications

Janet & Samuel Okogobaa Memorial Scholarship
Stevenson Morency—Engineering
Karon Washington—Engineering
Mark Moussa—Engineering